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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Purpose of the study.-- The writer intends to discover, 
within the bounds of this project, what type of educational 
opportunities the Groton, Massachusetts, High School now 
offers its students, and Hhat opportunities are lacking 
that \o!OUld best aid graduates of the school. Since the 
school has undertaken no study of this type 't•li thin the 
past several years, the writer intends to find out the 
fitness of the program of studies through answers to the 
following questions, in the opinion of the graduates: 
1. Does the high-school program of studies now 
offered give recognition to the differences 
in individuals'! 
2. Does the high-school program of studies 
present opportw1ities for students to gain 
experience in educational facilities which 
will be of aid in further education? 
3. Does the high-school program of studies 
present opportunities for students to gain 
experience in vocational subjects vlhich vJill 
be of aid in choice of a career? 
4. Vo the guidance activities instituted in the 
school vTi thin the past t1..ro years serve 
adequately and benefit students substantially 
in choice of educational or vocational 
objectives for post-high-school years? 
-1-
5. vThat should be done to aid materially in the 
preparation of the youth of Groton, that is 
not now being done in the high school? 
2 
Subordinate guestions.--Since the school system in 
Groton has seldom taken the opportunity to see itself in 
the eyes of its graduates, other questions of interest may 
be answered through this study. 
Within the past two years the administrators of the 
school have instituted an extended vocational program for 
boys in the form of a completely reconstructed and re-
located industrial arts department under the teaching 
supervision of a recently-graduated state-teachers-college 
man. This program seems to be gaining recognition in the 
town as a worthwhile addition to the program of studies. 
Through the returns of this survey, definite ideas on the 
usefulness of this program should be forthcoming. 
On the administrative agenda for the future is the 
complete revamping and enlarging of the present part-time 
home-economics department to give more opportunities for 
girls to gain experience and set desired goals which may 
more easily be fulfilled after high-school graduation. 
This survey should make available materials for significant 
use in developing the new curriculum. 
Of general importance to any school, and certainly not 
to be overlooked in this instance, is the fact that the 
study ~>Jill shovJ the administration and the faculty the 
strengths and 1!/eaknesses of t he program of studies as it 
3 
now stands . If the study has been accomplished efficiently 
and reaches conclusions 1-1hich 'tr~ill materially benefit the 
school and the community, the '\·lriter feels that it has been 
a vJorthvJhile undertaking . Schools can progress only through 
a continual evaluation of their offerings to the individual . 
2. The Community and the School 
The Community situation.-- An old New England town, 
settled in 1665, Groton is a community of some 2500 
residents, located in the center of the New Engl and apple 
belt, within fifty miles of Boston. A town with traditions 
proudly upheld, it is the home of t 1-10 vJell-knovm pr ivate 
secondar y institutions--Groton and Lawrence Academies . Though 
the town has several wealthy families, its population cons i sts 
mainly of substantial middle-class people, orchard growers 
and business men interested in preserving the beliefs of 
t heir New England ancestors . 
The westerly section of the town, West Groton, three 
miles from the center, supports tHo mills vJi thin its 
boundaries 1vhich together employ a large share of the 
community's young men . The larger mill, a newspaper 
4 
matting concern, employs approximately t1.·1o thirds of this 
group, 1.·1i th the . other, a tannery, employing the remaining 
third. Orchards and estates have supplied \:-Jork for many of 
the remainder of the population of the town, while Fort 
Devens, only four miles distant, employs many tovmsmen in 
civilian positions. In recent years many nevi families have 
moved into tm·m and commute to businesses in nearby Lo-v;ell, 
Fitchburg, and Boston. 
The school situation.-- The Groton School Department, 
functioning under a six-six system containing two six-year 
elementary schools and an attractive twenty-year-old secondary 
building, has for many years believed in the traditionally 
formal education for its youth. Three curricula have been 
and at present are offered--college, commercial, and social 
arts--the last-named being a "dumping ground" in the past, for 
those 1.vho were still floundering through their secondary years. 
Within the last three years, the program of studieg!/ 
of the senior high school has been revised, mainly to take 
into consideration the institution of a complete industrial-
arts course which may be elected by the boys under the 
retained name of social arts, allowing electives from both 
of the other curricula; namely, college and commercial. 
1fSee Appendix B 
The faculty of the senior department consists of 
nine members, four of whom are homeroom teachers; one, 
assistant principal and teacher; one, industrial-arts 
teacher; and three, special supervisors. Each member 
t eaches in his major field. Special supervisors for 
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music and girls' and boys• physical-education work in the 
ent ire system, devoting three days a week to the high-school 
building. 
Guidance activities in the school were instituted on 
a formal basis during the school year of 1948-1949, with 
the assistant principal taking on the work of guidance 
counselor. Pupils have been urged to take their problems 
in course- and career-planning to the counselor at any time 
during the year. 
A testing program which includes the Kuder Preference 
test and the Iowa Achievement test has been put into operation. 
However, at present, the size of the school and the schedule 
now in operation have not allowed for groupings of any basis, 
except for size, in any of the classes which are a part of 
all curricula, i.e., English, social studies, or mathematics 
classes. 
3. Description of the Follow-Up Study 
The three classes selected.-- For the purposes of 
the follow-up study three classes graduating from Groton 
High · School \oJere selected . More than one group was 
necessary , since classes graduating from the school are 
small, and for reliable results the writer believed that 
three classes t<Tould provide a better cross-section of 
recent graduates. The classes ultimately selected were 
those graduating in 1947, 1948, 19t9. Table 1 shows an 
analysis of 1the group selected for this study. 
Table 1. Number of Graduates from 1947 
through 1949 Arranged by Classes 
Number Year Total 
of 1947 1948 1949 
( 1 ) (2) ( ~) (Lt) ~l5J 
Graduates •• • 35 41 58 134 
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Reasons for selection. -- Reasons for selection of three 
groups so closely related in space of time are t"t'lo-fold. 
In the first instance, the groups had all been post-war 
graduates . Before the beginning of 'ltlorld War II, the 
majority of high-school graduates, matriculating under a 
traditional curricular set-up, had chosen to remain in the. 
area of Groton, securing jobs in neighboring cities and towns 
without too great difficulty. 
Naturally, the war years were an exception to the rule. 
7 
The armed services and defense work tipped the balance in 
the direction of high employment, with high wages in the 
latter case. Jobs were almost for the asking. Skill was 
developed through experience. Since the end of World War II, 
however, many graduates of the high school, recognized their 
handicap in a post-war society over-populated with skilled 
workmen, have sought to meet the challenge through further 
education. This fact has prompted the establishment of the 
expanded industrial arts and the guidance programs in the 
high school. Thus, post-war graduates were chosen because 
of their closer touch with existing business conditions, 
college requirements and general opportunity for success in 
a chosen field. The inquiry form was designed to reflect 
the impressions of the respondents concerning these situations. 
Thus, questions concerning both educational and vocational 
undergraduate preparation comprise the major portion of the 
inquiry form. 
In the second instance, the particular groups chosen 
include one class before (1947) and two classes after (1948 
and 1949) the institution of the new industrial arts and 
guidance programs. Interesting and significant conclusions 
may be drawn from the attitude of these groups toward the 
importance and the actual aid given by these two departments 
l/ 
in this small school system. 
!JSee Table 4 
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Perhaps of a more general nature, it will be noted that 
the last page of the inquiry formy vJas given over to general 
constructive criticism. Though the scope of this survey was 
not designed, necessarily, to cover specific course material, 
attitudes and opinions concerning the introduction of a 
partial unit-method technique in the field of English over the 
past two years was looked for from the third graduating class 
concerned. 
Preliminary preparatign.-- In preparation for the follow-
up study the writer first made a study of the existing liter-
ature on the technique of the follow-up and of the survey~ 
Through a perusal of theses on file in the Boston University 
School of Education, and of the literature on the subject, 
a general scheme of approach was outlined in tentative form. 
A first-draft inquiry form calculated to face the 
particular situation at Groton, with the objectives sought, 
was dra\•ln up. The fact that no such survey has been conducted 
in the high school in recent years prompted the writer to take 
into consideration the several points listed in Chapter I; 
namely, the institution of a school-wide guidance program 
and the development of a curriculum in industrial arts, with 
the prospective development of a similar program in home 
economics on the agenda. 
!fSee Appendix A 
Final revision.-- The final revision of the inquiry 
form was presented to the faculty of the high school for 
critical evaluation during the first weeks of the new 
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school year, 1950-1951. Comments and constructive criticisms 
as to loJord usage and phraseology were accepted, and the 
final draft of the inquiry form was duplicated for mailing 
to the graduate classes which had been chosen at the outset 
of the study. 
Distribution.-- Names and present addresses of the 
members of the three graduating classes were secured in the 
follovling manner: 
1. Through the guidance office 
2. Through the school files in the main office 
3~ From parents, relatives and friends 
The inquiry form, duplicated on the school machine by 
the student, was mailed during the week of November 6 to 
all members of the three classes. Included in the same 
y 
envelope was a letter of explanation, and a stamped, addressed 
envelope. 
Returns.-- The date for the return of the inquiry 
forms was set for November 20. A ~abulation of these returns 
1fSee Appendix A 
follows i n Tabl e 2. 
Table 2. Number and Percentages of Returns 
Arranged by Classes 
Inquiry Year 
Forms 
194-7 191 t8 :[9lf.9 
Num- Per Num- · Per Num- Per 
ber cent ber cent ber cent 
(1) (2) ( ~) (4-) (I)) (6) ( 7) 
Sent . . . 35' 100 lt1 100 58 100 
Receiv·ed. 28 80 32 78 lt7 81 
Total 
Num- Per 
ber I ~Ant 
(8) (9) 
134 100 
107 80 
From analysis of this t able it may be said that 
these graduates seemed int erested in the study under-
taken and were readily willing for the most part to 
ans,:Jer the inquiry forms and return them promptly. The 
returns revealed significant information 't•Thich vdll be 
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presented in Chapter II. The 1.vriter will attempt to 
evaluate the data so presented in the light of the purpose 
of the problem stated . 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
1. Importance of the Data 
The general vie'l.o,~point. -- The writer feels that an 
explanation of the data contained in Chapter II is 
necessary at this point. Now that the background of the 
study has been set forth. The reader should understand 
t hat the major portion oi· this chapter is concerned with 
high-school graduate respondents' opinions. The ,..,ri ter, 
a cting as the intermediary, will refrain from any active 
criticism save that which gives an explanation or an 
analysis of the various types of information included in 
the findings. 
The tables.-- For the most part, tables have been 
constructed to shm.tJ not only numbers of tabulations but 
a lso parallel percentages, making for more practical 
discussions. Tables follow the outline of the inquiry 
f orm constantly. 
y 
Divisions.-- The tabulation results contained in 
~See Appendix A 
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two sections. The first section will deal with educational 
information as revealed by respondents, while the second 
will deal with vocational data. 
2. Educational Information 
Importance.-- The curricular offerings of the school 
must not only be of interest to the pupil, but must also 
be of use to him. 
It is the writer's purpose, here, not only to show 
pupil analysis of the present curricula, but also to give 
the pupil attitude to the various subjects included in 
those curricula. 
Table 3 indicates the number of pupils enrolled 
in the various courses each year at Groton High School. 
Though several changed their courses during their high-
school careers, the statistics of the table show that the 
majority, for the three years included in this study, were 
enrolled in the commercial and social-arts curricula. 
These facts lead the writer to believe that the trend in 
Groton High School is to seek a high-school career which 
will train the individual pupil for work situations 
rather than for higher education. This supposition will 
be substantiated by evidence which will be presented 
later in this study. 
Curricula 
Completed 
Table 3. Curricula Completed in High 
School by Graduates Included 
i n This study 
College...... 25 
Commercial . .. 40 
13 
Social Arts •• ~~--~~~--~~~~~~~-r~~~~4~2--~~--
Total •••••••• 28 100 32 00 100 107 
Circumstances being a s they are financially, in Groton, 
76 per cent of the pupils choosing non-college curricula 
dur i ng the years included in this study seems to uphold 
the supposition that from the pupils' viewpoint a college 
car eer is out-of-reach of the majority of Groton's youth. 
The fact that 82 per cent of the graduates of 1949 chose 
non- college curricula, as compared 1:1i th 72 per cent for 
each of t he other two years, tends to indicate that the guidance 
program instituted in 1948 has helped somm-Jhat to give pupils, 
even in their junior and senior years, more of an opportunity 
to f oresee their capabilities for the future. 
Pupil evaluation of curricula.-- Each graduate 
included in this study was asked his opinion of the 
specific curriculum which he pursued during his high 
school career. Responses set forth in Table 4 show that 
76 per cent found the curriculum follO\oJed at least of 
some value. Even though several were not interested 
in college after high school, due to financial circum-
stances, they at least found enough of use to say that 
they vJ ere satisfied v;i th the college curriculum. 
Table 4. Graduates' Opinions Concerning Courses 
of Value tfhich They Completed 
GT"anuatAs . of' 
14 
Cour ses 194? 19'+8 19'+9 Total 
Compl eted Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
quency Cent quency Cent quenc;y Cent quency Cent 
(l)_ {2) {~) (It) ( ')) (6) ( ?) (8) (9) 
College •••• 7 29 9 30 7 26 23 29 
Commercial. 9 37 8 27 14 52 31 38 
Social 
Arts •••• 8 34 13 43 6 22 27 33 
Total •••••• 24 100 .30 100 27 100 81 ~00 
On the other hand, of those completing the commercial 
or social arts curriculum, only 31, or 38 per cent, found the 
commercial curriculum of value. Only 27, or 33 per cent, found 
the social arts curriculum, useful. 
Table 5 indicates the number of those who found their 
curricula of no value. Analysis, here, shm-1s that 24 per 
cent of the gre.duates found the curricula pursued of no 
value. Only two of those who had selected the college 
curriculum were dissatisfied. 
Table 5. Graduates' Opinions Concerning Courses of 
No Value Which They Completed 
Graduates o:f 
.19_1+9 
Total 
15 
Courses 
Completed Fre- Per Wre- Per 
quency Cent quencj Cent Fre- Per quenc:y Cent Ei're- Per quency Cent 
(l) ( 2) ( ~) ( 4) ( ')) (6) (7) U:3J (9) 
College..... 1 
Commercial.. 1 
Social 
Art s... 2 
Total.... 4 
25 
25 
50 
100 
0 0 
0 0 
2 ·100 
2 100 
1 
8 
11 
20 
5 
40 
55 
100 
2 
9 
15 
26 
8 
34 
58 
fl.OO 
Percentages for the other two groups are correspondingly 
lower than are those for Table 4. 
These figures seem to indicate that graduates think 
the non-college curricula need considerable change to 
meet the needs of those who have no intention of continuing 
education after high school. Perhaps the unit method pl an 
is the answer. 
A number of pupils contacted during the course of this 
16 
study were evidently dissatisfied with the manner in which 
they were allowed to elect subjects. The size of Groton 
High School and the resultant financial obligations involved 
in the v.tay of taxes apparently have led the administration 
to believe that elections should be kept at a minimum. This 
fact holds true, but evidently a working guidance program 
had been overlooked, at least until 1948. 
Thus, 36 of the graduates concerned in this study 
seemingly have answered one question included in the inquiry 
form as to imply that they tacitly agree that several 
of the subjects listed in the course of study would have 
been of use, had they been open to election. Table 6 
emphasizes this fact, when an analysis of the figures 
included shows that 58 per cent of those reporting v.1ould 
have found a course in typevJriting of aid. Most of this 
group may have been steered away from commercial subjects 
because of their enrollment in the other t-vJO curricula, 
as vlill be indicated in Table 8 of this study. 
Again referring to Table 6, one notices that the lack 
of an intensified general shop program before 1949 caused 
many uoy~ graduating in 1947 and 1948 to yearn for a type 
of training in manual skills that was non-existent at the 
time. While 15 per cent and 20 per cent, respectively, of boy 
graduates in 1947 and 1948 rendered the opinion that the 
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lack of manual arts \vas a genuine weakness in the course 
of study, it is interesting to note that not one of those 
reporting in 1949 suggested any weakness here, since in 
that year a new general shop course was installed under the 
direction of a qualified industrial-arts man. 
Table 6. Judgment of 36 Graduates Concerning Apparent 
Usefulness of Subjects They Did Not Take 
in High School 
Subjects 
Not Taken 
Number and Percent of Graduates 
Jude:irur: Subject ·useful 
1947 1948 1949 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ouencv Cent auenc:9 Cent ouenc:v Cent 
(1) (2) (':\) (4) (lj) (6) (7) 
Type-
writing... 8 
Review 
Mathematics 1 
French ••••• 1 
Industrial 
Arts... 2 
Art........ 0 
World 
History... 0 
Physics •••• 1 
Junior 
Business •• 
Training.. 0 
Total •• 13 
61 
7 
7 
15 
0 
0 
8 
0 
100 
8 
2 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
1 
53 
13 
0 
20 
7 
0 
0 
7 
15 100 
5 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
63 
0 
0 
0 
12 
12 
12 
0 
8 100 
Total 
Fre- Per 
auenc:v Cent 
(8) (9) 
21 
3 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
1 
58 
8 
3 
llr 
6 
3 
5 
3 
36 100 
That a practical mathematics review would be of use 
to graduates is indicated when 8 per cent reporting could 
have found use for this course. 
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Of the remaining subjects included in Table 6, those 
wishing scientific and art courses contribute 11 per cent. 
Though physics is primarily a college preparatory subject 
at Groton High School, as in the case of typewriting, the 
course could be opened to other groups. Art is not 
offered above t he eighth grade though 6 per cent listed 
this subject as one which would now be usefu~ to them. 
An analysis of Table 6 leads one to believe, therefore, 
that both better guidance and more general courses a r e 
necessary, if the high school is to adapt itself to the 
ever-changing objectives of its pup~ls. 
Continuing the vieH tha t lack of guidance has been 
a main weakness at Groton High School, Table 7 shows the 
j udgment of 69 graduates, in the three years included i n 
t his s tudy, as to subjects which would have been useful 
but which were not offered in the program of studies. 
Commercial pra ctice in the use of business machines 
111as the subject most often needed by these graduates, ·with 
19 per cent of those answering believing such a division 
i n the commercial curriculum to be necessary. 
Oral expression had not been included in the curricula, 
save that concerned Hith a small group interested in forens i cs, 
until t he past t'l.oJO years, as is evidenced by the 17 per cent 
vlho believe that some form of oral work should be 
introduced. 
Table 7. Judgment of 69 Graduates Concerning Subjects 
Which \llould Have Been Useful Had They 
Been Offered 
~::>ubjects 
Not 
Offered 
Number and Per centage of Gr aduates 
Juns::r·ns;:r Subjects Useful 
191;-7 191;-8 1Q4q 
Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
auencv Cent auencv Cent !auencv Cent (1) ( 2) ( 1) ( '+) ( ')) ( 6) ( 7) 
Business 
Machines •• 1-
4
3 
Speech •••• "" 
How to 
Study •• · ~ 0 
Home 
Economics 6 
Industrial! 
Arts •••• ·~ 8 
Practical 
English •• ~ 4 
Art ••••••• ~ 0 
Personalit v 0 
Careers ••• ~ 2 
Spanish ••• ~ 0 
Musica l Ap 
preciation 0 
Ancient 
History.. 0 
Total ••• 27 
11 
14 
0 
22 
30 
15 
0 
0 
7 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
6 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
100 15 
20 
20 
40 
20 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
100 
7 
5 
5 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
0 
2 
1 
1 
27 
26 
19 
19 
0 
o I 1~ il 11 
0 
7 
3 
3 
100 
Total 
Fre-
auencv 
(8) 
13 
12 
11 
9 
8 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
69 
19 
Per 
Cent 
(9) 
19 
17 
16 
13 
11 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
100 
A course in home economics is non-existent above the 
junior-high level, though a few girls are able to receive 
a few hours 1 training a week in advanced se"Iing. With 
13 per cent believing a formal course to be necessary, 
graduates evidently reel that the school is not doing its 
part for those girls who wish further training in skills 
leading to better home and family care. 
Industrial arts, though not mentioned in Table 7 
by graduates of 1948 and 1949, was mentioned as being 
necessary by 30 per cent or the class graduating in 1947. 
This trend may well be a result of the fact that in 1948 
the industrial arts course was being enlarged, thus 
causing those interested to see that something was being 
done for improvement. 
When 6 per cent of those answering felt the need 
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of more instruction in practical English usage, they quite 
obviously were emphasizing a working vocabulary both for 
commercial and college pupils. More experiences in the use 
of correct expression has since become a fundamental of 
the English courses. 
Continuing the supposition that guidance has been too 
lax in the past years, Table 8 presents the judgment of 
graduates concerning subjects that they would have taken 
had course boundaries not interfered. Again, typewriting 
and industrial head the list, with 63 per cent of the 
46 reporting giving the former as ·the most often missed 
after high school, and 13 per cent mentioning industrial 
arts. Again one may notice that while no frequency is 
listed for 194?, the percentage jumps to 33 per cent 
in 1948 for those who think they would have gained 
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usable knowledge from industrial arts. When one remembers 
that the new comprehensive course in industrial arts had 
its inception in 1948, this information becomes at once 
understandable. 
Table 8. Judgment of 46 Graduates Concerning Subjects 
Which Would Have Been Elected Had There Been 
Greater Flexibility of Curricula 
Subjects Number and Per Cent of Graduates Jude:inf! Total Which Would 194-7 191+-;3 191+9 Have Been Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- l Per Fre-Elected auencv Ce_n_t auencv Cent auencv Cent auencv (1) (2) (3) (It) { 5) (6) (7) (cU 
Typewriting. 8 89 11 61 10 53 29 
Industrial 
Arts ••••••• 0 0 6 33 0 0 6 
Junior 
Business 
Training •••• 0 0 0 0 5 26 5 
Consumer 
Science •••• 0 0 0 0 2 11 2 
Short hand ••• 0 0 1 6 1 5 ' 2 
French •••••• 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 
Problems of 
Democracy ••• 1 11 0 0 0 0 1 
Total ••••• 9 100 18 100 19 I 
100 4-6 
Per 
Cent 
{9) 
63 
13 
11 
4 
4 
2 
2 
100 
Junior business training is mentioned by 11 per cent 
of those reporting as being a subject which would have been 
valua ble had they been allowed to elect it. This subject 
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at the present time is offered to ninth-grade pupils only, 
in the social arts and commercial curricula. Many graduates 
included in this study have voiced the opinion that a course 
of this type should be included in the twelfth grade, as 
its use is minimized when presented in the first year of 
high school. 
Consumer science, shorthand, French, and problems of 
democracy are mentioned, respectively, in decreasing order, 
by only a fe\vo. Once again, graduates seem to be implying 
that practical subjects open to all are necessary if the 
school is going to provide useful experiences for the 
maj ority of its pupils. Perhaps the multiple-curricular 
plan should be changed in favor of an all-inclusive program. 
Pupil evaluation of high school subjects.-- Respondents 
vJere asked to evalua te the various subjects \vhich they 
- had taken at Groton High School. In analyzing Tables 9 
through 14 that follow, one must take several factors into 
consideration. Some of those answering perhaps have not 
remembered classroom procedure or subject content because 
of length of time since leaving school; some may have had 
personal friendships or animosities vli th their teachers; 
and some of those answering may have had a dislike for 
certain courses. 
Tabl e 9. Subjects of Most Val ue to Graduates of 1947, 
Arranged in Order of Fr equency 
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Subj ect s of Value Fre- Subjects of Value Fre-quency quency 
(1) (2) (1) J 2J 
English • • • • • • ••••• • • •• • 25 Plane Geometr y • •••• • • 7 
Typewriting •••• • • • ••••• 15 Physics • •••• •• • • ••••• 6 
Junior Business Training 15 General Mathemat i cs ••• 6 
Uni t ed Stat es History •• 12 Solid Geometry •• • •••• 6 
Al gebra I • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 12 French • ••••••• • •• ••• • 5 
Pro blems of Democra cy •• • 10 Home Economics • •• • • • • ~ Algebra I I •••••••.•.••• 10 Trigonometry • •••••• • • 
World His tory • ••••• • ••• 8 Economics •••• • •• • •• • • 4 
Biology •••• • ••••• •• •••• 8 Review Mathematics • • • 3 
Chemistry • • • • • • •• • ••••• 8 Latin • • •• •• •••••••••• 2 
8 General 2 Bookkeeping • •• ••• • •• • •• Science ••• ••• 
Shor thand • ••• • •• •• •• •• • 8 Total •• •• •••••••• 1S9 
The majority of thos e gradua t ed r eporting, however, 
as can be noticed from anal ysis of Tables 9, 10, and 11, 
bel ieve English to be of t he most val ue. The school, 
t herefore, has the responsibility for making certain that 
the English courses are keeping pace with the best in 
practical educational thought. 
Commercial sub j ects are by far of t he mos t va lue , 
coll ectively , next to English. All graduates reporting 
fo r t he three years of t hi s study apparently understand 
the comprehensive value of ba sic fundamentals for both 
educa tiona l and job success aft er high school . 
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Table 10. Subjects of Most Value to Graduates of 1948, 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Subjects of Value 
(1) 
English ••••••••••••••• 
Typewriting ••••••••••• 
United States History. 
Physics ••••••••••••••• 
Algebra I ••••••••••••• 
Chemistry ••••••••••••• 
General Science ••••••• 
Biology ••••••••••••••• 
Algebra II •••••••••••• 
Plane Geometry •••••••• 
Review Mathematics •••• 
Trigonometry •••••••••• 
Business La1.v •••••••••• 
Shorthand ••••••••••••• 
World History ••••••••• 
Economics ••••••••••••• 
Fre- · Subjects of Value Fre-
RUency quency 
31 
16 
14 
11 
11 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
Bookkeeping ••••••••••• ~ 
Problems of Democracy. ~ 
Home Economics •••••••• ~ 
Latin ••••••••••••••••• ~ 
Solid Geometry •••••••• 
French •••••••••••••••• . 
Consumer Science •••••• 
General Mathematics ••• 
JuniorBusinessTraining 
Indu$trial Arts ••••••• 
Economic Geography •••• 
(2) 
~ 
~ 
4 
3 
3 
· 3 
3 
3 
1 
Total ••••••••• ~ 231 
Both United States History and problems of democracy 
are high on the list of courses of most value, showing 
the need for continuing improvement in instruction in the 
social sciences. 
Science and mathematics subjects are high-ranking, 
. but languages rate low on the list of valuable subjects 
for all three years, signifying either teacher or subject 
weakness which should be investigated. 
Of significance is the fact that industrial arts, not 
mentioned by graduates of 1947, and having a frequency of 
' 
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only 3 in returns for 1948, jumps to 12 in the returns of 
1949, after the ne\v program had been put into effect. 
The course, according to graduates' evaluation, is proving 
worth\vhile. 
Table 11. Subjects of Most Value to Graduates of 1949, 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
Subjects of Value Fre- Subjects of Value Fre-
quency quenc 
(1) (2) (1) 
English •••••• ~··•••••• 34 French •••••••••••••••• 
Typewriting ••••••••••• 29 Business Law •••••••••• 
Shorthand ••••••••••••• 18 General Science ••••••• 
Junior Business Training 18 Biology ••••••••••••••• 
Algebra I • • • • • • • . • • • • • 13 Economics ••••••••••••• 
Industrial Arts~ •••••• 12 General Mathematics ••• 
United States History. 11 Plane Geometry •••••••• 
Bookkeeping ••••••••••• 11 World History ••••••••• 
Problems of Democracy. 10 Economic Geography •••• 
Review Mathematics •••• 10 Latin ••••••••••••••••• 
Physics ••••••••••••••• 9 Home Economics •••••••• 
Algebra II ••.•.•.••••• 8 
9hemistry ••••••••••••• 7 Total •••••••••• ~ ••• 
Tables 12, 13, and 14 show that biology rates 
highest in subjects of least value. Here is obviously 
a situation that should be investigated. Again either 
teacher or subject matter or both may be at fault. On 
(2) 
6 
6 
~ 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
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the other hand, perhaps this circumstance serves to 
illustrate the more vividly the fact that lack of guidance 
y 
was the maj or weakness responsible for the evident lack 
of value. 
Table 12. Subjects of Least Value to Graduates of 1947 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
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Subjects of Least Fre- Subj ects of Least l:i're-
Value auencv Value uencv 
(1) 12) TI1 (2) 
Bi ology •••••• •• ••• • • •• 13 Latin • • •••• • • • •••••• • • 3 
United States History. 13 Algebra ! • • •• ••• • ••.• • • 2 
World History • • ••••••• 11 Junior Business Train in@ 2 
General Science • • •• • • • 11 Typewriting ••••••••• • • 1 
Consumer Science •• • • •• ~ Shorthand • • •• • • ••• • • • • 1 French • • •••••••••••••• Industrial Arts • • ••••• _L_ 
English •••• • ••••••••• • 3 Total 70 
Social sciences show signs of weaknesses that should 
be ironed ou~ if these subjects are to be of any practical 
or educational value to pupils of ensuing classes at 
Gr oton High School. 
Industrial arts i s mentioned only once as a cour se of 
leas t value, by a respondent graduating in 1947, showing 
that the course became progressively of more value in the 
next t wo years, as was indicated. 
Commercial subjects, except for junior business 
training and business law, seem to be high in value, 
according to s tatis tics, signifying that the commercial 
curriculum a t pr e s ent i s worthvJhile to a large group 
of graduates. 
Table 13 . Subjects o~Least Value to Graduates of 1948 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
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Subjects of Least Fre- Subjects of Least F're-
Value quency Value quenc 
(1) (2) (1) 
Biology •••••••••••••••• 10 Plane Geometry ••••••• 
General Science •••••••• 9 Economics •••••••••••• 
United States History •• 6 English •••••••••••••• 
Latin 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 Consumer Science ••••• 
World History •••••••••• 5 Review Mathematics ••• 
Junior Business Training 5 
Home Economics •••••••• -. 5 
French ••••••..••.•••••• 3 Total ••••••••••• 
Problems of Democracy •• 2 
Thirty-five respondents believe general science to 
be of no value. Recently this subject has been revised 
( 2) 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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with a more practical viewpoint as the basis. It is 
hoped that future classes will find this subject of more 
useful value, since it is a course required of all classes 
entering the ninth grade. 
As a ·whole, graduates' evaluations of high school 
subjects indicate that from their viewpoint the majority 
of courses ,included in the curricula are of value. 
Biology, general science, and possibly United States 
history need re-evaluation and changes tm<~ard more 
practical objectives. 
y 
Table 14-. Subjects of Least Value to Graduates of 194-9 
Arranged in Order of Frequency 
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-Subjects of Least Fre- Subjects of Least IFre-
Value quency Value quency 
(lJ (2J (1) (2) 
Biol ogy •••••••••••••••• 18 Home Economics ••••••• 3 
General Science •••••••• 15 Problems of DemocracJ 3 
V.Jorl d History •••••••••• 12 Algebra II •••.....•• I 2 
United States History •• 10 Economics •••••••••••• 2 
Business La to~ ••••••••••• 10 English •••••••••••••• 1 
Economic Geography ••••• 5 Consumer Science ••••• 1 
Latin •••••••••••••••••• l.t Review Mathematics ••• 1 
French ••••••••••••.•••• 3 Bookkeeping ••••••••• 9~ Physics •••••••••••••••• 3 Total 
Though many seem to have interests in college and 
other educational institutions after high school,Ya 
practical general background for all pupils at the seconda.r y 
level seems to be the general opinion of the respondents 
to the educational information included in the inquiry form. 
Types of schools attended by graduates. Six types of 
s chools were attended by graduates included in this study, 
as can be seen by an analysis of Table 15. Of this group 
the majority, or 52 per cent, chose commercial colleges 
or f our-year liberal arts colleges and universities, 31 
per cent of this group choosing commercial colleges. 
l/See Table 15, page 29. 
Table 15. Types of Schools Attended by Graduates 
I ncluded in This Study 
Types of Graduates o:;-
Schools 194-? 191.·8 1949 
Attended Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
uuencv Cent ouenc't.i Cent lauencv Cent (1) (2) C~} -- 11+1 ( ')) ( 6) ·c?1 
Two-year 
Commercial 
College •••••• · 7 28 6 27 8 40 
Four- year 
Liberal Arts 
College, or 
University ••• 3 12 4 18 7 35 
Four-year 
Technical 
School or 
College •••• 5 1 20 3 14 1 5 Prepara tory 
14 ol School •••••• 5 1 20 3 0 Nursing Schocil 
(Pr ivate or I Hospital 
Aff i liate) •• 2 I 8 4 18 2 10 Stat e Teaclers 
College •••••• 3 12 2 9 2 10 
Tot al •••• ·• 25 ~00 22 100 20 100 
29 
Total 
Fre- Per 
auencv Cent 
TR} 
_L9J 
21 31 
14 21 
9 13 
8 12 
8 12 
7 10 
67 100 
These facts should not exclude other educational 
f ields nor should the guidance progr am merely on the basis 
of these data attempt to influence pupils toward prepara'tion 
f or thes e types of higher educational institutions. More 
graduates during 1950 have entered schools of nursing and 
state teachers 1 col leges than vJas the case during the thr ee 
year s included in this study. 
The 12 per cent who attended preparatory schools 
after graduation did so mainly because of their youth 
or because of the fact that the high-school guidance 
program was not effective until the middle of the school 
year of 1948, when more intelligent course planning was 
initiated. 
Supporting what has been said before, Table 15 
indicates that a majority of the graduates included in 
this study seemed not to be interested in college after 
high school, except as they were able to finance their 
way through self-aid. 
Under the new guidance program, many more graduates 
are having the opportunity to apply for scholarship aid. 
Thus, more pupils are planning on college after high 
school. 
3. Vocational Information 
Importance.-- Progress necessitates change. These 
words hold true in secondary education mainly because 
traditional techniques must be re-evaluated to meet the 
standards of changing individual needs. Nowhere in the 
educational field at the secondary level is this of more 
importance than in the vocational curriculum. Analysis 
of the information included in this next section will 
prove enlightning. 
30 
31 
Since the introduction of the ne1AJ industrial arts 
program at Groton, boys \vho have had no interest in college 
prepara tion have found ample opportunity to acquaint 
t hemselves with a wide variety of occupational experiences 
connected \<lith manual arts. Graduates of 1949, as has 
. been mentioned, were the first class to have a full year 
of this program offered to them, in their senior year. 
Are the objectives practical for Groton's situation? 
I s the program all-inclusive in its offerings? Is vocational 
guidance adequate at Groton? Hmv extensive should the 
pr oposed home economics course for girls be? These questions 
should be ansi•Jered in some 1.vay by analysis of the inform-
a tion which follows. 
Present occupational status of graduates.-- Table 16 
s hm-J s the occupat ional status at the time of the s tudy 
of the 107 graduates contacted. 
A f act that the administration and the guidance 
d epartment should take into consideration is that 79 
per cent of the gradua tes included in this s t udy are either 
in school or are working full time. This leads one to 
believe that many who did not t ake the college curriculum 
originally have succeeded in matriculating in some form 
of educational institution beyond high school since 
gradua tion. 
Ta ble 16. Present Occupational Status of Graduates 
Included in This Study 
Present Number and Per Cent of Graduates 
Occupational l9l.J·'7 19l.t8 19_!.1.9 
St a t us Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
Total 
Fre-
ia_uenc'li Cent auencv Cent quenc_v Cent _guenc~ 
( 1) (2) ( 'i) (l.j.) ( 5') (6) (7) (8) 
I n School •••• 13 46 14 44 20 43 47 
Working Full 
Time ••••• 8 28 11 34 18 38 37 
Working Part 
4 6 Time ••••• 1 3 9 ~ 7 At Home •••••• 5 18 3 9 13 14 
In Armed 
Forces •••• 1 4 1 3 0 0 2 
Other . · •• • •••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total ••••• 28 100 32 100 l.t-7 a..oo 107 
32 
Per 
Cent 
(9) 
44 
35 
7 
13 
1 
0 
100 
On the other hand , ,.,i th a total of 41 per cent of the 
respondents -mrking either full- or part time, the guidance 
director, as wel l as t he administration, s hould work to f ind 
the best interests of pupils and take a def inite step in 
t his direction in planning courses of study. Also, an 
efficient guidance department will be able both educa tionally 
and vocationally to aid pupils in gaining part-time jobs 
and s cholarship opportunities. Many more pupils might then 
vo i ce an interes t in education after high school. 
Me thods used by gradua tes in securing jobs.-- Analysis 
of Table 17, which lists eight means for securing jobs, 
indicates the fact that the majority, or 59 per cent, of 
the graduates of this study are working at jobs for which 
t hey personally applied. 
Table 17. Methods Used by 49 Graduates in Securing Jobs 
Hethods Number and Per Cent of Graduates Total Used in 1947 194B 1949 
Securing Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre-
J obs Quency Cent auencY Cent auency Cent auencv 
High School ••• 0 0 2 12 1 4 3 
Fr i ends or 
Relatives ••••• 4 45 4 26 7 29 15 
Newspaper 
4 Advertisement 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Personal Ap-
pl ications •••• 5 55 10 62 14 58 29 
United St ates 
Employment 
4 Agency •••••••• 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Privat e Em-
pl oyment 
Agency ••• . ••.• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Civi l Service. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Parents ••••••• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total •••• 9 100 16 100 24 100 49 
33 
Per 
Cent 
6 
31 
2 
59 
2 
0 
0 
0 
100 
A substantial percentage, 3i per cent, secured their 
·positions through the aid of friends and relatives. 
It . would seem that the high school will be doing a 
t angible service to its pupils by teaching the technique 
of the interview and the correct method for completion 
of written applications for jobs. Commercial and English 
classes are now experiencing both of thes e techniques. 
More horizontal integration at all secondary levels 
could ma terially aid those pupils whose objectives are 
to obtain jobs after high school. 
Occupational choices of graduates.-- Clerical work, 
mill 't·JOrk, and domestic positions seem to be the most 
numerous occupational choices of graduates of Groton 
High School, as Table 18 shows. 
The vocational side of the guidance program can take 
these facts into consideration. Realizing tha t 1,1i thi n 
the bounds of the town are three mills of size, the 
guidance director should be able to acquaint pupils with 
vocational pamphlets and other voca tional information 
which would be of use. 
Analysis of t his ta ble makes another point clear --
the industrial arts program in Groton High School's 
curricula is a necessity. After the extensive changes 
were made in 1948 and the program was placed on a ful l -
time basis a s a functioning part of the curricula, boys 
for the first time 't..rere able to gain practical experience. 
A pressing need in the environmenta l situation, the new 
manual-arts department seems to be a partial ansvJer to 
the question "Is our program all-incl usive?" 
Table 18 . Frequencies and Percentages of Occupational 
Choices of 43 Graduates 
Number and Per Cent of Graduates 
Occupational 1-94=7 lq4E ~lQJ+Q rrotal 
Choices Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre-
auenc:v Cent auenc:v Cent auencv Cent auencY 
( 1) (2) c:n (l.t) ( ')) ( 6) (7) U~) 
Clerical ln!ork I 
Stenographer • • • 3 35 5 29 I 2 11 10 Secretary •••••• 0 0 1 6 0 0 1 
Bookkeeper ••••• 1 13 0 0 I 3 17 4 Office Clerk ••• 1 13 2 12 3 17 6 
Machine Trades 
Mechanic ••••••• 1 13 0 0 l 5 2 
Nillwor ker ••••• 0 0 3 17 4 22 7 
Agricul t ural 
rlork 
Farmer •••.• . ••• 0 0 1 6 I 0 0 1 
I 
Semi-Pr ofes- I 
siona1 I 1 Laborat ory Tech- I 
nician • •• • •• 0 0 0 0 I 1 5 1 l X-ray Tech- I 
nician ••• •• • 0 0 1 6 0 0 1 
Nursing ••• •••• • 1 13 I 0 0 0 0 l 
i 
Domestic 1tlork I i I \vaiter or ! Waitress •• • •• •• 0 0 4 23 ! 3 17 7 
Chauffeur • • •••• 0 0 0 o l 1 5 1 
' 
Building Trades 
Carpenter •••••• 1 13 0 0 0 0 1 
Total •• • • •• •• 8 100 17 100 18 100 43 
35 
~ . 
Per 
Cent 
(9) 
24 
2 
9 
14 
5 
16 
2 
2 
2 
2 
17 
2 
2 
100 
36 
Should a revised and enlarged home economics 
department be integrated into the school program, the 
experiences provided would greatly aid those girls who 
marry soon after high school, as well as those who become 
interested in domestic work. Seventeen per cent of 
graduates included in Table 18 have chosen some form of 
domestic activity after graduation. 
Commercial occupations provided 49 per cent of the 
respondents with jobs. As has been often mentioned in 
this s t udy, graduates have '\vished practical experiences 
while in high school. Table 18 substantiates this 
statement. 
Graduates 1 Preparednes.s..-- Type~l/ri ting and English, 
according to the percentages list ed in Table 19, have been 
subjects in which graduates have found themselves most 
well-prepared. Mathematics is the next in order. 
Interesting to note is the fact that, excluding 
English, commercial subjects and mathematics are the 
strongest departments in the high school, according to 
the opinions of these 54 respondents. This fact seems 
in order, when one considers that the greatest number 
of pupils have been mainly interested in the practical 
viewpoint concerning their high-school work. 
Table 19. Graduates' .Judgment of Skills in Which 
They Found Themselves Well-Prepared After 
Leaving High School, Arranged in Order of 
Frequencies and Percentages 
Number and Per Cent of Graduates 
Skills .Jude.:ine.: Total 
vlell- 19lt7 19lt8 19lt~ 
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Prepared IF're- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per 
ouencY Cent auencY Cent auenc~ Cent auencv Cent (1) (2) ( i) (It) ( l)l (6) (7) (8) ( 9) 
Typewriting 8 42 4 25 8 42 20 ~4 English •••• 3 16 4 25 6 31 13 
Bookkeeping 3 16 3 18 0 0 6 11 
Shorthand •• 2 10 2 i~ 2 11 6 11 Mathematics 3 16 3 2 11 8 15 
Filing ••••• 0 0 0 0 1 5 1 2 
Total •••• 19 100 16 100 19 100 ~ 100 
These observations should serve all the more to 
emphasize the fact that if the high school c·ontinues to 
progress in meeting the challenge of the times continual 
revision is necessary. With no mention of other than 
subjects of tangible value, graduates tacitly sugges t that 
subj ec t s 1.1 hich lead to experiences for immediate use should 
be carefully analyzed each year. 
Table 20, in analysis, gives one pertinent fact: 
few of the graduates included in this study chose jobs 
which necessitated specific training for the work done. 
I 
Table 20. On-the-Job Training Neces sary fo r 
13 Graduates Reported in This Study 
On-the- Job Training Gra< uates Renortine: 
l Q'+? 1Q'+8 194-9 
(1) ( 2) ( ~) (l..j.) 
Business Machines •••• 3 3 3 
Auto-Mechanic School . 1 0 1 
X-ray Technician 
Training •• • •• • •• 0 1 0 
Total •••• • • •• • • ••• 4 4 4 
Bearing out what has already been found true in the 
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analysis of Table 4, the writer believes that the commercial 
department should prepare plans for the integration of 
instruction in at least the simpler forms of business 
machines. Financial aid for purchas ing one or t1vo of 
the more important machines, even if used machines are 
purchas ed, would be of value . 
Auto mechanics is a definite course under the 
present i~dustrial arts program, which, of course, had 
not been established in 1947, when the one graduate who 
specifies the course graduated. 
That the guidance program Rt Groton High School was 
not adequate in all fields during the years covered by 
this study is no longer a supposition when one makes 
an analysis of Table 21. 
Table 21. Number and Per Cent of Graduates Judging 
Adequacy of the Guidance Program at Groton 
High School 
Adequacy of iNumber and Per Cent of Graduates 
Guidance Judging Total 
Program 1947 1948 . ~1949 
[Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre- Per Fre-
louenc:'i Cent quency Gent _auencY . Cent auenc:v (1) (2) (~) (4) ( 5') (6) (7) (8) 
Adequate ••••• 0 0 14 44 29 62 43 
Not Adequate • 28 100 18 56 18 38 64 
. 
Total ••••• 28 100 32 100 47 100 107 
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Per 
Cent 
(9) 
40 
60 
100 
Of the 107 graduates contacted, 60 per cent believed 
this inadequacy to be true. One must take i nto account, 
hm.,r ever, the fact that a useful guidance program was not 
introduced until the middle of 1948. The figures definitely 
change for the year 1949, when 62 per cent believed guidance 
to be adequate. This, of course, was also after the 
industrial arts program was enlarged -and modernized and 
opened to those pupils who needed directed experiences 
in preparation for work after graduation. 
l;.O 
Graduates' suggestions for curricular.im:proyements. --
The last question to be answered on the inquiry form 
asked for suggestions for improvement in the educational 
planning at Groton High School. Table 22 shows the 
results of this question--new subjects which could be 
added to the curricula, and in some cases old subjects 
revamped to include broader fields of experience. 
Table 22 . Nei-l Subjects Suggested by Graduates 
Included in This Study 
·-
I 
New Subjects Graduates o P 
Sue:2ested 191t7 191;-8 191;-9 (1) (2) ( ~) (4) 
English 
Speech •••••••• • •••• 5 5 7 
Composition • • •••••• 11 6 8 
Vocabulary • • . • • •• • • 2 0 0 
General Preparation 
How to Study •• ••• •• 12 11 lg Guidance •••••••• • •• 14- 10 
Typing for -College . 2 5 I 4 Languages 
More French Con-
versation • ••••••• 0 0 1 
Commercial 
Business Machines •• 0 0 8 
Salesmanship •• • •••• 0 1 0 
Mathematics 
Practical I 
Mathematics •••.•• 5 7 7 
Industrial Arts •••••• 8 3 0 
Social Events 
Current Events •• • •• 3 0 0 
Total ••. . ..• . •• • • 62 54 58 
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Methods of correct study coupled with guidance seem 
to be most often mentioned, with more English composition 
work next in importance. Composition and oral work, as well 
as suggested study procedures, have already been integra ted 
into the English curriculum within the past two years in a 
much more extensive manner than existed during the three 
years included here. The general trend of thought as 
evidenced by this table is for practical experiences which 
prepare for immediate gains as well as for future mastery 
outside of the educa tional field. 
CHAPTER III 
SU}~RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Purpose and Procedure 
Purpose.-- As was stated in Chapter I, the purpose 
of this study has been to find out the fitness of the 
curricula of Groton High School through a follow-up 
study of classes graduating in 1947, 1948, and 1949. 
First, the writer formulatvd five general questions 
vlhich he intended to ans'l.ver after an analysis of the 
information included in an inquiry form sent to the 134 
gradua tes of the three classes had been made. In summary, 
these are the five questions the i-Jri ter intends to 
answer from the results of the questionnaire: 
1. Does the high-school program of studies 
recognize differences in individuals? 
2. Does the high-school program of studies 
offer students the opportunities to gain 
experiences which will be of aid in 
future education? 
3. Does the high-school program of studies 
offer students vocational experiences 
which ~o1ill be of aid in choosing a career? 
4. Does the newly-instituted guidance 
program benefit students substantially 
in choosing post-high-school educational 
and vocational objectives? 
5. From the student-gradua tes' viewpoint, 
what should be done to aid the youth 
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of Groton that is not novJ being 
accomplished, educationally? 
Within this basic group of questions, several minor 
questions should be answered. During the last two years 
included in the study the institution of a vastly larger 
vocational program has changed the curricular status in the 
school. The vlriter believes that the information included 
in this paper answers the question from the graduates' 
vieHpoint as to ho'tV well this program has filled the need 
for a more extensive experiental field. 
In the near future an entirely new home economics 
department will be incorporated into the curricula. HmoJ 
necessary this program is can perhaps be determined in 
the follo1ving pages. 
Procedure.-- The inquiry-form method of contacting 
graduates of the three classes \vas considered most useful. 
Before the final instrument was distributed, the faculty 
of Groton High School criticized the items to be included. 
The final revision included three major divisions entitled 
General Information, Educational Information, and 
Vocational Information. Findings of General Inrormation 
have not been included in this study, as they were deemed 
of little use to the overall picture desired. On 
October 30, one hundred thirty-four inquiry forms were 
sent out to the graduates of the three classes. 
A total response of 107 inquiry forms was realized, 
or 80 per cent of those originally sent out. 
2. Findings and Recommendations 
Concerning Educational Information 
Findings.-- The follmdng list gives pertinent in-
formation received from the respondents under the 
Educa tional Information section of the inquiry form: 
1. Seventy-six per cent of the graduates 
chose a non- college curriculum. 
2. More graduates in 1949 chose non- college 
curricula than in the preceding t \•70 years. 
3. Seventy-six per cent found the curriculum 
follovred of some value. 
4. Graduates believe that the non-college 
curricula need considerable change to 
meet the needs of those terminating 
formal education with high school. 
5. Typewriting would have been a useful 
course for 58 per cent, or 21 out of 
36 graduates reporting . 
6. More commercial practice is necessary, 
i.e.; business machines. 
7. Oral interpretation should see more 
practice in the school. 
8. Curricular organization has been too 
limited in the past, allowing for fe,.; 
elections. 
9. Commercial subjects and industrial arts 
are of the most value in the high school. 
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10. Fifty-t\vo per cent of 67 graduates 
attended commercial and liberal arts 
colleges after high school •. 
Recommendations.-- The follmving recommendations 
are made concerning the educational program at Groton 
Hi gh School: 
1. Because such a large group of graduates 
chose the non-college curricula: 
a. Attention should be given t o 
the revision of these curricula 
to allow for more profitable 
experience. 
b. A course in home economics should 
be introduced into the educa t iona l 
program to benefit girls as 
industrial arts now benefits boys. 
c. General subject matter based on 
the unit-method plan should 
gradually supersede the traditional 
tea ching method if students are 
to gain the most wortmqhile ex-
periences while in school. 
2. Because such a large group was dissatis f ied 
with the elect ives and the elective system: 
a. Both the administration and the 
guidance director should strive, 
in cooperation with the faculty, 
to overcome this weakness through 
fitting subjects to students, 
rather than student to courses of 
study. 
b. Closer contact should be kept 
with students' strengths and 
weaknesses through guidance efficiency. 
c. The multiple curricula is not 
efficient. A change is vitally 
needed. 
3. Findings and Recommendations Concerning 
Vocational Information 
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Findings.-- Information received f<?_:rm the respondents 
under the Vocational Information section of the inquiry 
form indicate the following : 
1. Forty- four per cent of the graduates 
were in school at the time. 
2. Thirty-five per cent of the graduates 
v1ere \vorking full time . 
3. The majority of those working either 
full or part time secured their jobs 
personally. 
4. Thirty-one per cent secured jobs through 
friends' and relatives' aid. 
5. Clerical "Jork and mill '~:lork \vere the 
major occupational choices of the 
graduates. 
6. Domestic work was the choice of 17 per 
cent of the graduates. 
7. Graduates were best prepared in English 
and commercial work. 
8. "Graduates believed the nev.J industrial 
arts program to be well-integrated. 
9. Sixty per cent of the graduates believed 
the guidance program not adequate for 
the school 
Recommendations. - - The following recommendations 
are made concerning the vocational program at Groton 
High School: 
1. Because such a large percentage of 
graduates were in schoo1 at the time 
of this study: 
a. The curricula should include 
general educational experience 
for those who may attendfour-
year colleges and h1o-year 
commercial colleges. 
b. A course in usable methods of 
study should be integrated in 
the English curriculum. 
c. The guidance department should 
come into closer contact vli th 
those students who plan to 
enter college after high school. 
Financial aid may be secured 
for those who are interested. 
2. Because such a large percentage of 
graduates secured jobs through persona l 
applicat ion or through relatives and 
friends: 
a. A course in occupations should 
be introduced into the curricula 
for all students. 
b. The correct manner of writing 
personal applications and the 
technique of the personal inter-
view should be incorporated into 
all curricula. 
c. A study of employer-employee re-
lationships is necessary. 
d. An analysis of job-opportunities 
in the surrounding area should 
be incorporated into the 
curricula. 
3. Because clerical work, mill work and 
domestic work constituted major 
occupational choices of graduates: 
a. Commercial subjects should 
include experience with business 
machines. 
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b. Industrial arts is a program 
which should continually seek 
revision to aid those students 
needing manual experiences. 
c. Home economics should become a 
separate curriculum, as is 
industrial arts, and should be 
greatly enlarged to care for those 
girls who need correct experiences 
in homemaking and pleasant family 
living. 
4. Because sixty per cent of the graduates 
believed the guidance program to be of 
little value, though more agreed that 
the program was useful in 1948 and 1949: 
~8 
a. The guidance director should 
investigate more tests which closely 
evaluate the capabilities of the 
individual. 
b. The guidance program should 
increase its library of career 
publications. 
c. The guidance program should 
follow-up both undergradua t es 
and graduates in their choices. 
4. General Recommendations 
Educational and vocational.-- The writer believes 
that a gradual development of the unit method of teaching 
will greatly aid the students in Groton High School. By 
presenting practical experiences, this teaching method 
would account for adaptation of subject material to all 
individuals. 
Guidance.-- The guidance program is in its infancy 
at Groton High School. As problems arise, however, the 
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program should strive to become as all-inclusive as possible. 
A good testing program is necessary. 
A system of follow-up studies is absolutely essential 
if the school is to keep abreast of the needs of its 
students. 
APPENDICES 
Dear Graduate, 
APPE:r..TJ)IX A._ 
Groton High School 
Groton, Massachusetts 
Though you are a graduate of Gr-oton High School, we do not 
feel that we have lost contac ; yfi th you over the years. We are 
interested in learning of your experience s ince leaving high 
school, of your present rrork, and, especially, how well you feel 
that Groton High School has fitted you for your life since 
O'r adua ti on. 
In order to gain a view of your op~n~ons, vre are conducting 
a follow-up survey of the classes graduating in 1947, 1948, 1949. 
The enclosed inquiry form is bei ng sent t o the members of t hese 
three classes. 
Please answer this form carefully. All of y01..U' information 
will be held in strict cc nfidence . Your name ·will not be used in 
a~ state~ents made as a result of this survey. 
Consider this as an opportunity to aid your 11igh school in 
doing a better job of training its boys and girls for their life 
work. 
Please try to have the enclosed inquiry form filled out and 
j_n the mail by November 20, using the enclosed stamped, self-
addressed envelope. 
Thank you for your helpl 
So 
, Superintendent 
, English Department 
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Inquiry Form 
for 
Graduat.es of Grot.on High School 
1947, 1948, 1949 
I . Per sonal Information 
Name ____________ __ 
Last First 
~~~~------ Class of 
Middle 
r\~aiden Name, if married woman 
.___,...1-as- t...------
Present Address 
First MidCUe 
--------------------------------------------------
Marital Status- Please check (V') 
( ) Single 
( ) Married 
( ) Widovled 
( ) Divorced 
( Sex -- Please check (v). ( ) Male ( ) Female ) 
Present Age 
II . Educational Information 
A. Course taken in high school - Please check (V). 
( ) 1. College 
( ) 2. Commercial 
( ) J . Social Arts 
B. Do you t hink the course has been of value to you? - Please 
encircle your choice. Yes No 
If not, would you be willing t o explain? 
c. Were t here any subjects t hat you did not take in high 
school which you now feel would be useful .in your 
present work? -- Please encircle your answer. 
Yes No 
Dv-:::Lv O t i1)J t: ' J '" ~,J J 
3ru (.'t ~ :.J ~ E. .\Jtc..t-t .. 1 f '! 
Lii b { ' I i\ \1 
II. Educational Informati·on (continued) · 
D. If you have answered "Yes" to question c, 
would you be willing to list the subjects 
which you think would have been useful? 
E. Were there any subjeots which were not 
given when you were a student which you now 
feel would have been useful? -- ~lease 
encircle your answer. 
Yes No 
F. If you have answered w.res to question E, 
would you please list these subjects which 
were not given? 
G. Were there any subjects which you would have 
taken in high school i.f the course which you 
studied had allowed more o.f a choice? --
Please encircle your answer. 
Yes No 
H. If you have answered "Yes" to question G, 
would you please list these subjects? 
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I I. Educational Information (continued) 
1. The following table contains a list of the subjects 
offered iri Groton High School. 
1. In the parentheses at the left .of the subjects 
names; please check ( v1 the dubjects which 
you took While you were in high school. 
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2. In Column I, check those subjects which s eem to 
have been of most value to you since leaving 
high school. 
3. In Column II, check those subjects which seem 
to have been of the ' least value to you since 
leaving high school. 
SUBJFJJTS . COLUMN COLUMN 
I II 
Englisn 
French 
LatJ.n 
u. s. History 
1.!-_ob. of Dem. 
~ 
world History 
J CJE!n. Science 
Biology 
Physics 
Chemistry 
Consumer ScJ.ence 
General Math 
Algebra I 
Algebra II 
Plane Geometry 
Solid Geometry 
Trigonometry 
RevJ.ew Math 
Economics 
Business Law 
Economic Geography 
TypewrJ.tJ.ng 
Bookkeeping 
Shorthand 
Jr. Business Tr::dnina 
Industrial Arts 
Home _ Economics 
II. Educational Information (continued) 
J. What schools, colleges, or business schools have you 
attended, or are you now attending? 
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Name of School Course Lmgth of When Degree 
Course C~leted 
III. Vocational Information 
A. What are you doing at the present time? -- Please check. 
At home · 
Going to school 
In u. s. armed forces 
Working full time 
Working part time 
Other --------------------------------------
B. If you have checked 3, 4, or 5, would you please give a 
brief summary of your specific duties? 
c. How did you secure your job? - Please check. 
( ) 1~ Through the high school ( ) 6. Private Employment ( ) 2~ Friends or relatives Agency ( ) 3. Newspaper advertisement ( ) 1· Civil Service ( ) 4~ Personal application ( ) 8~ Parents ( ) 5. U. s. Employment Agency ( ) 9. Other (Explain) 
III. Vocational Information (continued) 
D. Will you list t he jobs you have held since you graduated 
f r om high school, including the u.s. armed services? 
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Name of Employer Kind of 
Business 
Your Work Length of 
Time 
E. In what specific skills did you find yourself well -prepared 
by the high school to use efficiently on the job? 
F ~ Was it necessar.y for you to receive on-the-job training 
that could have been given in high school? Please encircle 
your answer ~ 
Yes No 
G. If your answer to question F was "Yes 11 , what specifically 
vras the training needed? 
H. Was the guidance program of the high s chool adequate for 
your needs? Please encircle your answer. 
Yes No 
I . If your answer to question H was "No", ·would you be 
·willing to explain? 
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III. Vocational Information (continued) 
J. Any suggestions or opinions you may have for improving 
the courses given at Groton High School will be appreciated. 
Mention ~ specific subjects or skills that you feel 
should have been more highly stressed. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Please return this form by November 20 
to: George w. Hoare 
Groton High School 
Groton, Massachusetts 
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